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Background

• It is known that road lighting has significant safety benefits

• This project aimed at better understanding of how road 

lighting quality influences night-time crashes on higher-

speed urban fringe roads. 

• Previous urban work (Jackett and Frith, 2012) omitted 

higher speed roads, where the conditions and crash types 

are very different from urban areas

• This project uses methods broadly similar to those used by 

Jackett and Frith (2012)



The study method in summary 

• Investigated sites with street lighting on higher 
speed roads (80 – 100 km/h)

• Road lighting parameters (L̅, Uo, Ul ) were measured 
in the field

• Field measurements were related to the ratio of 
night-time to day time crashes as a measure of 
night time safety vis-a-vis daytime safety

• Data analysis used both Poisson GLM and grouped 
luminance data



Three quality parameters for lighting   
(CIE / AS/NZS1158)

L ̅    Average Luminance

Uo Overall Uniformity

Ul Longitudinal Uniformity



Field Measurements

• The lighting quality parameters are design outputs 
and are not easily measured in the field

• Lack of a means of field measurement has impeded 
studies of this nature previously

• Digital photography can now provide a simple yet 
reliable method of measurement
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Field Method 
 Platform was a car moving at the speed of traffic

 Measurements from a camera in a sealed housing on the car roof 

 The forward scene was monitored by video camera via the 
windscreen



Field Method Continued

• The camera’s optical centre was 1.55m above the road 

consistent with the CIE observer standard of 1.5m. 

• An extended lens hood reduced stray light from luminaires.

• The routes were driven late at night to avoid other vehicles.

• Photographs (GPS located) were taken approximately every 

20 seconds.

• Photo processing software identified road surface pixel values 

and through calibration, values for L,̅ Uo and Ul.



Photographic calibration
• Fixed camera exposure: (1/50sec, f/3.2, ISO3200, WB=daylight, f= 50mm)

• Pixel to luminance calibration was carried out in the field with 
camera, luminance  meter and greyscale targets

• Best fit 3rd order 
polynomials were 
used for the 
calibration 
equations



Sample on high speed roads

• 97 sites (9,978 crashes) with street lighting

• 27 sites (851 crashes) without lighting

• 81% of the crash sample was from motorways



Results – Poisson GLM
These results relate to lit sites on high speed roads. Most installations in 
the sample had been designed to a single V3 (0.75 cd/m2) level of lighting so 
the range of achieved luminances was small.

L̅    Average Luminance  - Not significantly related to safety in range 0.5 – 1.0 cd/m2

Uo Overall Uniformity - Significantly related to safety

Ul Longitudinal Uniformity - Not significantly related to safety

This means in lighting high speed roads:

• Increasing luminance from today’s levels (generally V3 (0.75 cd/m2) ) may 
not be warranted

• Maintaining good overall uniformity has safety benefits 

• Longitudinal uniformity should not be discounted as it may affect driver 
fatigue down the road.



International Comparison of Motorway 
luminance



Single parameter illustrations using 
grouped field data

Overall Uniformity

Average Luminance



Lighting and crash type

• Lighting design methodology is built around making 

roadway hazards visible to motorists.

• Lighting can also assist with spatial and closing 

speed decisions (Schreuder).

• By implication lighting may influence related crash 
types (ie. object on road and rear end crashes) 
more so than other types.

• A notable type little influenced by lighting is off 
road lost control.



Motorway
Few hazards, 
Rear end crashes

Urban
Many hazards, 
Pedestrians



Lighting’s impact, by crash type

Crash reductions found in both the urban and high speed 
studies and a tentative combined impact.

Crash Type Urban Study 
(V3) 

Higher Speed 
Study (V3) 

Combined 
Impact (V3) 

Midblock Pedestrian 
(N&P) crashes 

70% data small 70% 

Collision with obstruction 
(E) crashes 

55% 60% 60% 

Rear end (F) crashes   41% 50% 50% 

Maneuvering (M) crashes 28% data small 25% 

Lane change and 
overtaking (A&B) crashes 

data small 25% 25% 

Single Vehicle lost control 
(C&D) crashes 

8% crash increase 0% 

 



Lighting’s impact, by road network

Study Predicted crash reduction  
(from composition of crash movements, V3) 

Motorway (80km/h +) 31% 

Divided Highways (80km/h +) 24% 

Single carriageway (80km/h +) 
 

17% 

Urban Study (2012) 
 

26% 

 

Applying  the percentage reductions in the  injury crashes 
types just quoted to the various networks results in:



Lighting’s impact, by crash severity

• The average night-to-day crash ratio reduction for lit 
motorways compared with unlit motorways was:
• 34% for all crashes, 

• 44% for injury crashes and 

• 67% for serious and fatal crashes.  

• The tendency for fatal and serious crashes to show greater 
savings as seen here is a common theme in the road safety 
literature on lighting (eg Beyer and Ker, 2009).    



Conclusions

• The largest lighting related night-to-day crash ratio reductions were on 
motorways (31%), followed by divided highways (24%), followed by 
single carriageway roads (17%).

• There was no evidence that lighting motorways (or divided highways) 
above the current V3 (0.75 cd/m2) design level saves crashes.

• Increasing the overall uniformity in lighting designs saves crashes.

• Road lighting influences different crash movements by very different 
amounts.

• Lighting has minimal impact on single vehicle lost control (C&D) crashes, 

• The rear-end crash movement (F) common on motorways and divided 
highways is strongly influenced by lighting.

• Lighting reduces serious crashes more than minor crashes.


